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ABSTRACT
Many studies had been done in order to understand promotion effect and
structure/function in unsupported catalyst. Results indicated that d-electrons play an
important role promoting catalytical active sites at the edges of MoS2 catalytically
structures. Sulfur removal from crude oil, occurs on the edge of molybdenum di-sulfide
(MoS2) nano structures, due to promotion of MoS2 nano structures with nickel or cobalt
in sulfur-terminated or molybdenum-terminated (1 010 ) edge planes. The promotion
leads to formation of so-called CoMoS phase (MoS2/Co9S8) first discovered by meaning
of Mössbauer spectroscopy, much more CoMoS phase usually called unsupported
catalytical particles, have been topic of great interest in scientific community, leading to
several intriguing conclusions. Nevertheless atomistic conclusions cannot be concluded
by meaning of a single theoretical work, in fact several technical paper were found in an
attempt to explain promotion effect on MoS2 nano structures, with no one single
conclusion found; meaning key information on about how Cobalt Molybdenum and
Sulfur acted together, in terms of atomic position as described by observations made in
these nano structures by electron microscopy techniques to create the so-called CoMoS
phase. Few technical reports have approached and discussed this intrigue key problem by
means of Density Functional Theory methods and are in agreement data obtained by
other techniques. As for microstructure characterization, in the literature most of the
articles just report the nano structure type indicated as fringes of MoS2 but no further
important information like the localization of the promoters.
It is also described, in the literature, how one reaction; which is the
hydrodesulfurization (HDS) of large molecules usually dibenzothiophene, thiophenes and
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others contained in crude oil, occurred at edges of MoS2 nano structures when they are
Co or Ni promoted, with almost zero activity in the (001) basal planes, as anyone could
expect. The meaning could be understood in terms of energetic limits required to nucleate
at the MoS2 basal planes.
In recent years, in the literature a complete study made by Scanning Tunneling
Microscope and DFT calculations for specific herringbone structure on MoS2/Au
crystallites, indicating with this the latest results in advance characterization, this research
path let catalysis experts to look over new techniques to achieve a complete
characterization in nano structured materials. Finally we present here a complete density
functional theory and HRTEM study to indicate how two structures MoS2 and Co9S8
acted together in the formation of the so-called CoMoS phase. In this particular work one
can find data based on Density of States and Band Structure calculations of MoS2/Co9S8
interface as well as real time images of high resolution transmission electron microscope
(HRTEM), and finally a proposed computational molecular structure to explain the
promotion effect in MoS2 nano-structures.
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CHAPTER I

1.1 BACKGROUND
Catalysis by definition is a procedure in which a chemical reaction can be accelerated or
decelerated by means of addition of a specific species known as a “catalyst” to the
reaction. All the chemistry behind petroleum “oil” industry is based on catalysis;
primarily because as its been demonstrated to now, the removal of many large molecules
dibenzothiophene (DBT), thiophenes, and other contaminants contained in crude oil
depends solely on catalytical reactions in refinery industries [1]. Good understanding of
the mechanism could involve some scientific disciplines like materials science,
chemistry, and physics. One of the important reasons for molecular removals in crude oil,
especially sulfurs is because environmental research have concluded that combustions of
gasoline by mechanical engines released sulfuric particles to the environment provoking
atmospheric pollution and consequently acidic rain, especially in large urban areas [2],
studies conducted in Beijing, New York City, Mexico City concluded that pollution and
acidic rain will have an important impact in the environment degrading air quality [3] .
Chemical demonstrations in laboratory research had proved that sulfuric molecules or
particles can react with nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere and provoke acidic rain, which
results in several damages to air quality and environment in general [3].
These particular environmental issue has lead many countries around the globe to
pay attention and to make efforts to reduce sulfur particle emission to the atmosphere and
was expected by world environmental legislation (conformed by the European
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Community and other countries like Japan, China, and the U.S.) to have a considerable
sulfur particle emission by year 2009, from 50 ppm to 10 ppm in commercial and local
transportation, since it’s emission from gasoline engines the principal cause of sulfuric
particle pollution [4].
Based on that information the scientific community had increase the efforts to
design better catalytical materials with an emphasis on sulfur removal molecules like
molybdenum di-sulfide (MoS2). Achievements exist and have been published in the
literature, starting from chemical synthesis of new nano structured materials, to
characterization and test of their catalytical activity.
Research work presently has a high impact in material science, due to the
development and usage of commercial molecular software and low cost in computing
time. Scientist all over the world are working to solve many molecular problems like the
design of new catalytical materials by using these computational tools, because it has an
impact on the environment in terms of production of less waste, also to make predictions
before conducting any synthesis in the laboratory. A better understanding of the
structure/function relationships in catalytical nano structure materials in particular MoS2
promoted with Co has been made with the aid of field emission gun electron microscopes
as well as density functional theory computational methods by separate as it is mentioned
before [5, 6]. Predictions of electronic density which is key information of nano
structures can be made by using Exchange Correlation Functionals and plane wave basis
a theory based in quantum mechanical methods, leaving reliable results [7, 8, 9].
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1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND RELEVANCE
Previous research leads to a conclusion that transition metal sulfides could be used as
catalytical materials. Layered molybdenum di-sulfide (MoS2) nano structures, while
tested in HDS reaction had preferential catalytical activity occurred near the edge
especially in (1 010 ) sites [10]; the mentioned could be explained due to nucleation of
promoters like Nickel (Ni2+) or Cobalt (Co2+) having a preferential coordinated sites of

(1 010)

MoS2 edge planes as described by Daage et al. [11], having a sulfur-promoter

bond structure in a sulfur edge termination or cobalt-molybdenum-sulfur bond having a
metal-promoter edge termination respectively. Those edge terminations are what is called
NiMoS or CoMoS in the case of Ni-promoter or Co-promoter catalytical structures which
was first observed by Topsøe using Mössbauer spectroscopic analysis [12] also proposed
previously by Schuit and Gates [13] and later by Voorhoeve and Stuiver [14]. Knowing
the relevance of those interfaces or promoter catalytical structures, this particular research
work is created in order to describe the formation of mentioned interfaces by combining
Co9S8 with MoS2. Nowadays one can find similar studies in the literature which cover
this topic of research however even though those studies attempts explanations for
promoter effect and location in the molybdenum di-sulfide by meaning of density
functional theory methods, which is a technique to describe nucleation in terms of local
or total quantum energy in the system [14], is just created for small portion of atoms (<
20) in the majority of cases indicating promotion just on the edge of triangular MoS2
arrangement [15] contrary in this study is made by considering a new perspective which
is combining molecular modeling based on field emission gun transmission electron
microscopy, to do that a molecular interface is built using two molecular models for
3

molybdenum di-sulfide and cobalt sulfide nano structures to make model observed
interface by microscopy techniques [16]. The relevance dissertation research work could
emanate from the fact that data present here could have an impact on designing new
catalytical materials with a special emphasis on transition metal sulfides from the electron
density point of view and by using state of the art techniques to do this type of research
characterization and understanding structure/function relationship in unsupported
catalytical materials.
Finally obtained results in this research work have been sent for publication on
peer review journals and have been presented in two of the major several scientific
conferences: Academia Mexicana de Catalisis celebrated in June, 2009 in Ensenada,
Mexico and the Materials Research Society celebrated in December, 2009 in Boston,
MA.
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1.3 TRANSITION METAL SULFIDES (TMS)
Layered transition metal sulfides (LTMS) have been crucial for decades in the chemical
and petroleum industries; the second usage of TMS involves primarily sulfur removal
content in crude oil. Almost fifty years ago scientist observed when TMS was used for
sulfur removal in crude oil that in many occasions they got poisoned, concluded this
happen due to sulfur content in many oil compounds; several experiments were conduced
in search to solved this complex problem [17], with conclusion meaning the usage of
transition metals like: Molybdenum (Mo) and Tungsten (W) which are heavy elements
with chemical capability to converts sulfides during catalytical process and have the
physical capacity to retained their ability to hydrogenate aromatic compounds this
conclusion is what is know as the “Sabatier’s Principle” named after the french chemist
Paul Sabatier [18], the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) reaction has two parallel paths to
follow, which is hydrogenation of the thiophene ring or forming H2S, this is described by
Pecoraro and Chianelli et al. [19], mention selectivity arises because of steric hinderance,
occurring mostly when dibenzothiophene is absorbed onto an edge site layers by
interfering with the absorbent, these authors studied systematically a TMS bulk in the
HDS model reaction of dibenzothiophene at 400 and 350oC, obtaining a unique “volcanotype” curved by positioning each TMS vs. their periodic position as is presented in figure
1, this study lead to a conclusion which the third and second rows of TMS were found to
be the most active of group VIII metal sulfur systems [20].
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Figure 1.- A volcano-type curved obtained by Pecoraro and Chianelli when studying
systematically TMS bulk in the HDS model reaction of dibenzothiophene at 400 and 350oC.
The conclusion is as follow: RuS2 > Rh2S3 > PdS > MoS2 > NbS2> ZrS2 : second series
OsSx > IrSx > ReS2 > PtS > WS2 > TaS2 :Third series, reproduction after permission of
Chianelli [20].
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It was based in this principle the arrival for commercial applications of LTMS occurred,
leading to believe that the usage of Mo or W TMS had to be used mostly in support of
alumina oxide (Al2O3) which is extruded pellets usually 10 to 20% by weight of the metal
[19]. The combination of MoS2/AlO3 nano-structures lead to a term called supported
catalytical particles, those supported catalytical particles usually have been doping with
additions of carbon, addition of other elements like nickel or cobalt in the range of 20 to
30% atomic percentage with respect to Mo or W to finally create an “promotion effect”
in the nano-structure, promotion of supported catalytical structures is an intense field of
research in catalysis [21]. In modern days, catalyst prepared in this fashion (“promoted”)
will have a chemical arrangement in the form of: Co/Mo/Al2O3, Ni/Mo/Al2O3 and
Ni/W/Al2O3, all these particular materials had become refinery “work-horses” because of
its capability of remove sulfur and other large molecules like olefins, benzothiophene,
due to the Sabatier’s principle [22, 23].
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1.4 TMS IN HYDROGENATION CATALYSIS
The transition metal sulfides (TMS) have been named according to the International
Union of pure and Applied Chemistry as: "An element whose atom has an incomplete d
sub-shell, or which can give rise to cations with an incomplete d sub-shell" [24, 25].
Hydrogenation of benzothiophene is catalyzed by binary transition metal sulfides like
MoS2 and WS2; however, its been proven that their catalytical activity can be enhanced
when they are combined with a second metal. This is usually called the promotion effect
[21, 22, 23, 26]. Such promotion is done by combining MoS2 or WS2 with Co or Ni in
either support or unsupported catalysts. The most active catalysts have a range of 30 to 50
(kcal/mol) in heats of formation [27].

1.4.1 MOLYBDENUM DI-SULFIDE (MoS2)
Molybdenum sulfide is a layered structure having usually hexagonal pack. MoS2 has
very similar features as Graphene which is a one-atom-thick planar sheet of sp2-bonded
carbon atoms that are densely packed in a honeycomb crystal lattice, especially when
seen the (001) basal plane. The crystallographic structure of MoS2 was first solved by
means of x-ray spectroscopy by Jellinek et al. [27] later by Fivaz et al. [28] and Connell
et al. [28] who all found that bond distance between S and Mo is 2.389 Å, and between
Mo and Mo is 6.412 Å and finally a bond distance between S and S is 3.08Å. More about
its parameter is presented in table 1. Their investigations also concluded that MoS2 sheet
of crystals may be thought of as consisting of sheets lying on top of each other and held
together via Van der Waals bonding a particularity which makes MoS2 a good lubricant
in wear industry, figure 2 presents a computational molecular model of MoS2 structure.
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Table 1.- Crystallographic parameters of MoS2 structure used in this
investigations as described in Landolt-Börnstein - Group III Condensed
Matter.
Lattice
Parameters

Resistivity

Energy Gap

Molybdenum

}

Sulfur

}

Van deer Walls
Bonding

Covalent
Bonding

Figure 2.- Computational molecular model of molybdenum di-sulfide (MoS2),
created on Materials Studio® package, showing its sandwich structure and its
corresponding atomic bonding types [27, 28].
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1.4.2 COBALT SULFIDE

Cobalt sulfide (Co9S8) is a cubic crystal structure with Co atoms in the 32(f) tetrahedral
and 4(b) octahedral sites. Tetrahedral-coordinated cobalt atoms (f) lie at the corners of
cubes with an edge length of 2.5 Å typically is observed to have a space group symmetry
of Fm3m. It’s been concluded from experimental results that Co9S8 is metallic, where in
the tetrahedral Co (f) 3dt2g orbitals are partially filled; this makes cobalt atoms share with
three neighboring cobalt atoms at tetrahedral edges [29]. Figure 3 presents a
computational molecular model image of Co9S8 (225 FM3M) crystal structure created in
Materials Studio®.

Sulfur
Cobalt

Figure 3.- Crystal structure model for Cobalt Sulfide (Co9S8), created on Materials
Studio® software, showing cobalt and sulfur atomic positions [29].
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1.5 CHEMCAL MECANISM IN HDS REACTION
As mentioned before crude oil contains large molecules such as sulfides,
dibenzothiophene, thiophene, benzenes. Applied catalysis is a field that emerges from
catalysis to provide tools for molecular removal contained in oil. Up to now, sulfur
removal processes have been well studied and understood by hydrotreating and
hydrodesulfurization (HDS) process [30, 31], main purpose in sulfur removal is to reduce
the sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions, result particles from fuel combustion on gasoline
vehicles, and oil burning power plants [32]. The nature of sites on the catalytic activity is
created because of a coordinatively unsaturated site (CUS) also known as an anion
vacancy. Figure 3 shows a simplified diagram of hydrogenolysis, where substrates, such
as thiophenes, bind to the site CUS and undergo a series of reactions, resulting in C-S
scissions and C=C hydrogenation. As a result, hydrogen serves multiple roles, which is
generation of anion vacancy by a removal of sulfide, hydrogenation, and hydrogenolysis
[30]. Molybdenum sulfide promoted with cobalt either nickel is prove to be a structure
suitable for HDS process. Thermal capability and stability makes MoS2/Co structure one
of the best candidates for this type of application. Figure 4 presents a schematic chemical
mechanism involved in the HDS reaction, which is basically the creation of a coordinated
unsaturated site (CUS) on the molybdenum edge where attachment of a thiophene or dibenzothiophene can occurred.
S

S

S

Mo – S – Mo – S – Mo

Coordinated unsaturated
site (CUS)

S

+H2

S

Mo – S – Mo – S – Mo

-H2S

+ 3 H2
- C4H10

C4H4S (Thiophene)

S

S

S

Mo – S – Mo – S – Mo
“Ring-opened” thiophene bound to Mo

Figure 4.- Simplified diagram of chemical reaction during
hydrodesulfurization process, creation of anion vacancy, and coordinated
unsaturated site (CUS) [30, 31, 32].
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Track of this reaction could be studied by x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) with
fairly results and extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) which could reflect
more accurate results and finally the x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) with
an accuracy of 0.005% [33]. All XAS techniques are just measurements of X-ray
absorption coefficients μ(E) as a function of energy for a material under study. A narrow
energy resolution on the sample by incidents (I0) and transmitted x-ray intensities (It) are
recorded as incidents x-rays energies are incremented. Transmitted x-rays through a
sample depend solely of sample’s type of atoms, while absorption coefficient μ depend
on thickness. Equation 1 represents the principal equation used for XAS analysis and
Equation 2 is used for absorption coefficient calculations.

μ=

I t = I o e − μx

(1)

− Ln( I t / I o )
x

(2)

However nowadays, other techniques and forms to track HDS reactions exist, which
could be Synchrotron extended x-ray absorption, in-situ TEM, and also by density
functional methods computational modeling.
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CHAPTER II
2.1 MOLECULAR MODELS IN TMS CATALYSTS

Supported and unsupported catalysis were extraordinary catalytical materials with high
chemical stability and capability for HDS reaction, this makes them a subjected of intense
and severe research in the last two decades. In order to achieve low-cost and efficient
catalytical material investigations in search to eliminate the Al2O3 support was first
proposed, believing few years ago that Al2O3 primary role was to disperse and make these
sulfide transition metals MoS2 and WS2 stable phases, this lead conclusions being made
from several years of experimental and theoretical research in the catalysis field. To
better understand the structure/function relation research in molecular modeling has been
done in order to describe better synthesized catalytical structures. This work has been
done by using latest characterization techniques such as electron microscopy, x-ray, ultra
violet absorption and computational molecular model software. In following sections a
brief description of the most important models of TMS catalytical materials is presented.
2.1.1 INTERCALATION MODEL
The first model was made by Schuit and Gates who developed a monolayer model on
CoMo/Al2O3 catalyst [34] presented in Figure 5. Later, an intercalation model proposed
by Voorhoeve et al. proposing a catalytical particle is made by stacking of MoS2 and
Co9S8 planes on a sandwich arrangement, based on the intercalation of first row group
VIII elements (Fe, Co, Ni) in the chemistry periodic table into the Van der Waals layers
of lamellar tungsten sulfide [35]; basically a catalytical material supported in alumina
oxide (Al2O3). These models were good and satisfactory from the chemical stand point
in catalysis; due to the fact that no more advance characterization equipment was develop
during that time. Based on magnetic susceptibility measurements on MoS2-Co9S8
catalytical samples proposed by Delmon et al. presents a contact synergy model, which
they agree that contact promotes higher sulfidation state rather than an increase of degree
reduction [26].
13

}
}

Molybdenum
Sulfide
Alumina
Oxide

Figure 5.- Graphic representation of intercalation model (MoS2/Al2O3)
presented by Schuit and Gates [ 34], this particular model was created by
the author using Materials Studio® package.
2.1.2 RIM-EDGE MODEL
A study conducted by Chianelli and Pecoraro proposed the “Rim-Edge Model” which
describes an disk stacking of layered MoS2 in their (001) basal planes stating addition of
dibenzothiophene molecules occurred on sulfur edge or rim sites due to promotion effect
on that area, which is allocation of cobalt either nickel atoms. This study was conduced
using x-ray crystallography and a selectivity correlation for hydrogenation versus
hydrodesulfurization [11], which was indeed the first study of this class, their vision arise
from the fact that catalytical materials follow the Sabatier’s principle. In their rim-edge
model top and bottom of disk stacking are associated with rims, while the z-direction
with edges. Figure 6 presents a schematic picture of “rim-edge” model.
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z-direction

Figure 6. – Schematic representation of Rim-Edge model, reproduction after
permission of Chianelli et al. [11].

2.1.3 DECORATION MODEL
In the same direction, Topsøe later proposed the “Decoration Model” [36] which states
cobalt atoms are added on the molybdenum di-sulfide structure edges in a decoration
form by the replacement of sulfur atoms with cobalt, creating the so-called CoMoS
phase. In their study they used electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) to investigate the
presence of paramagnetic species in unsupported and Al2O3 supported sulfide CoMo/(Co/Mo = 0-2.3) catalysts, previous investigations conduced by the same authors on
the nature of Co and Mo phases by meaning of Mössbauer emission spectroscopy (MES)
and EXAFS. Using EPR three characteristic signals were observed CMS, MS and MO.
Signal value of gav = 1.93 corresponds to MO which is the interaction of oxo-Mo5+ ions
with alumina. They also concluded that MS (g = 2.06, g
5+

defect species in a MoS2 phase or to thio-Mo
structures [36].
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= 1.98) is assigned either bulk

species located at the edges 2H-MoS2

Scientific foundation obtained data from experimental data of proposed decoration model
gave Lauritsen and Topsøe the basis to published further articles in order to explain
CoMoS phase and how unsupported catalytical systems are. This was achieved by usage
of quantum computational calculations using density functional theory (DFT) methods; in
their studies they concluded that a replacement of sulfur atoms with cobalt atoms
occurred at MoS2 edge of (001) basal plane, creating a “so-called” CoMoS phase [37,
38], see Figure 7 [39, 40]. In addition promotion is the one in charge of high chemical
activity in HDS reaction [41]; finally results obtained by DFT methods are in agreement
with experimental results presented by Chianelli’ et al. [11].

Cobalt atoms

Sulfur atoms
Molybdenum
atoms
Figure 7.- Schematic atomistic structure of a truncated hexagonal, the decoration
form model proposed by Topsøe et al. [39, 40].

Previous research work achieved by Topsøe, Chianelli, Schuit, Gates, Voorhoeve, and
Delmon provided several explanations for HDS process, the role of promoters (Co, Ni)
and also provides several models and conclusions based on theoretical and experimental
data for catalytical nano-structures like MoS2 and WiS2.
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CHAPTER III
3.1 ELECTRON MICROSCOPES (EM)
Research investigations in optic-electronics by two physicists Ernst Ruska and
Max Knoll allowed them to built the first EM microscope in 1931, a scientific
achievement that let Ruska to be awarded with one third of Nobel Prize in Physics in
1986 [42]. Figure 8 presents a hand drawing made by Ruska on the design of first EM.
Figure 9 presents both Ernst Ruska and Max Knoll working on first EM.
After Ruska and Knoll achievements, some companies proposed to start doing
some commercialization of electron microscopes started by Siemens and Halske in
Germany 1939, later they became available by RCA, Philips, Hitachi and JOEL
companies who put into the market state of the art electron microscopes at a very
affordable prices. However the usage of electron microscopes in research did not started
until 1949 (during WWII period) with the production of first thin film “foil” at electron
transparency by Heidenreich [43], it needed to be clear that during that period researchers
and scientist from different disciplines (biology, physics, materials, chemistry) were in a
search for better weapons, materials, oil production, etc. That is why more
characterizations and observations at mm scale (mm) in advanced materials need it to be
done, to this day TEM is considered to offer a detail approach to study micro-structures,
grain boundaries, and proteins, crystals, nano-tubes and so on, in advanced materials,
biological samples and metallurgical species. Nowadays few books can be found about
TEM literature that explains physical principles, machine operation conditions, sample
preparation, and mathematical correlations between observed structures in terms of
electron dosage [44], beam incident angle [44], and operational voltage [44]. Contrary to
optical microscopes which use light to enhance images by usage of optical glasses; TEM
uses electrons for imaging resolution. Finally one can conclude that whether conventional
(Optical) microscope or electron microscope both have the same goal in terms of Physics;
which is basically imaging resolution.
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Figure 8.- Orginal hand draw made by Ernst Ruska to desing first Electron
Microscope in 1939, Berlin. Image obtained from [42].
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Figure 9.- Max Knoll (right) and Ernst Ruska (left) working on the first
Electron Microscope in 1939, Berlin. Picture took from reference [44].

3.1.1 PHYSICAL MEANING OF ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
Electron microscope (EM) functioned on almost all the same physical principle as
conventional (optical) microscopes, with the main distinction in the EM case, a beam of
“electrons” which passes through a series of magnetic lenses to form a magnified image.
Since electron wavelengths are about 100,000 times shorter than visible light “photons”,
in EM one can achieve magnifications of up to 1,000,000x, compared to optical
microscopes which are limited to a maximum of 1000x in magnification. In EM lenses
are made of wind magnetic coils that serve to bend beam of electrons coming from field
emission gun, these magnetic lenses emission gun is isolated from the surroundings and
packed at high vacuum (~5 × 10−10 mbar) conditions to avoid any electron interaction
with suspended particles in air to avoid a consequence of poor resolution, EM electronics
arrangement make it a very sensitive instrument, but also easier to optimize astigmatism
and magnification by just tuning current flow in the electromagnetic lenses. In figure 10 a
schematic representation of electron-specimen interaction is presented to indicate all the
physical phenomena produced in electron microscopes.
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Nowadays, there are about five types of EM commercially available, those are Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM), Reflection Transmission Electron
Microscope (RTEM), and Low Voltage Electron Microscope (LVEM). Use of any
specific EM will depend particularly on the application or specimen (sample) under
study.

Figure 10.- Schematic representation of electron beam interaction with
sample (specimen) to indicate all the physical phenomena produced during
EM imaging [45].
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3.2 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEM)
This type of EM is suitable to do surface studies on any specimen (organics, plastics,
metals, crystals, alloys, etc.). Since imaging is carried out by high voltage electrons over
specimens (samples) this is by probing a specimen with a focused beam of electrons,
which scans across a specific square area on the specimen; usually this term is referred as
“Raster scanning”. The incident electron beam loses some energy at each point on the
specimen, which is converted into emission of low-energy secondary electrons, light
emissions, x-ray emissions and heat. A variation on electron beam intensity is what
makes a display on SEM specimen mapping these signals are converted into an image by
meaning of electronics included in the equipment; in other words any image in SEM is
constructed from signals produced by a secondary electrons coming from sample
acquired in the detectors, as is described in figure 11. Image resolution in SEM is poorer
compared to transmission electron microscopes, because the imaging in SEM relies from
striking electrons to the surface rather than transmitting on the sample. SEM is a
powerful tool able to image bulk samples, this characterization technique allows anyone
to obtain imaging up to nano-metric scaled with poor previous sample preparation, the
resolution and other features will depend solely on its instrument’s design.
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Figure 11.- Schematic representation of scanning electron microscope
operation which includes beam-sample interactions, courtesy of Gatan
Instruments [46].

3.3 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (TEM)
Contrary to scanning electron microscopes TEM is a materials characterization
technique; which beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultra thin specimen; the
projection (“shadow”) leave from interaction of e-beam with the specimen is basically
what makes an image a schematic of that effect is presented in figure 12. For better
resolution an image is then focused and magnified by adjusting the current flow in the
electro-magnetic lenses and projected usually on a fluorescent screen, photographic film,
or collected by a sensor such as a charge coupled device camera, as described in figure
13. TEM resolution is generally limited by spherical aberration, however new generations
of TEM instruments have the capability of doing corrected aberration allowing the
instrument to do significantly higher resolution compared to SEM’s. TEM resolution is in
the scale of 0.5 Å (angstroms) with magnifications superior to 50 x 106, allowing in most
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cases to determine atomic positions, dislocations, grain boundary, twin boundary, lattice
mismatch and so on [48] in advanced materials.

Figure 12.- Schematic comparison of electron beam transmission in electromagnetic
lenses for SEM and TEM microscopes [47].
In TEM coherent elastic scattering in a forward direction is the source responsible in the
formation of the diffracted beam and also to produce the diffraction patterns. The angles
through which electrons are scattered are given by the Bragg’s law:

Where;
n=1,2,3…..,
λ is the electron wavelength
d is atomic interplanar spacing
θ is the diffracting angle

nλ = 2dSinθ

The geometry can be modified, such is the case of TEM, since the camera constant is the
product of the electron wavelength λ and the effective distance from the sample to film L
therefore a modified version of Bragg’s law is derived:
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rd = λL

r is the distance from the transmitted beam to the diffracted beam
d is the atomic interplanar distance
λ is the electron wavelength
L is the effective distance from the specimen to the film

The information contained from coherent elastic scattering is used to create a diffraction
pattern, each sample has its own characteristic diffraction rings, the diffraction patterns
follow Fourier’s transform mathematical relationship for light traveling in a medium, its
derivation for optics can be described elsewhere [44]. Those diffraction patterns are
important in TEM because it can tell the interlayer atomic distances [48].

Figure 13.- Schematic of transmission electron microscope column showing
electromagnetic lenses and electron beam [47].
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3.3.1 FAST FOURIER TRASFORM AND THE RECIPROCAL LATTICE

A series of diffracted waves are created when a beam of electrons (waves) strike a sample
during TEM analysis. Those diffracted waves creates a certain pattern depending of the
crystal structure, some information can be obtained from the diffracted pattern, usually
diffracted rings, and their distance can be correlated to interplanar distances or lattice
parameters on the sample under investigation. Now when these rings are seen from a
mathematical point of view, it is to say that we are applying the Fourier analysis to
signals to construct an image, or a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) diffraction pattern as
seen in figure 14.

Figure 14.- Graphic and real representation of Select Area Diffraction pattern for
three different samples: single crystal, textured grains and random orientation [44].
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Below is a brief mathematical description of the FFT as well to the reciprocal lattices in
face centered cubic structure, one example on simple cubic structure is presented in
Appendix C.

⎛ a xa ⎞
b1 = 2π ⎜⎜ 2 3 ⎟⎟;
⎝ a1 (a2 xa3 ) ⎠
⎛ a xa ⎞
b2 = 2π ⎜⎜ 3 1 ⎟⎟;
⎝ a1 (a2 xa3 ) ⎠
⎛ a xa ⎞
b3 = 2π ⎜⎜ 1 2 ⎟⎟;
⎝ a1 (a2 xa3 ) ⎠
Now given two different vectors, R and G, defined as follow:

r
R = n1a1 + n2 a2 + n3a3

Having n1, n2 and n3 integers

r
G = k1b1 + k2b2 + k3b3

Having k1, k2 and k3 integers

If we make the dot product between both vectors R and G, we would have:

r r
G ⋅ R = 2π (n1k1 + n2 k 2 + n3 k 3 )
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Conversely we could take the dot product between vector G and a1, a2, a3 to end up
having:

v
G ⋅ a1 = 2πh;
v
G ⋅ a2 = 2πk ;
v
G ⋅ a3 = 2πl ;

v
v
G = hb1 + kb2 + lb3 ≡ Ghkl

=>

Where h, k, l are the miller indices in any periodic structure. Now to connect the
reciprocal lattice with the Fourier transform, moreover to create an image based on that
information. Below derivation is presented.
1) If we defined f(r) as a function with lattice transition symmetry, that is: f(r) = f(r+R)
for any lattice vector R, then f(r) can be expanded as:

f (r ) = ∑ e
allG

v v
iG . r

f Gv

2) Having a Fourier expansion of that formula we have:

v v
v v v
v
i
k
⋅
R
i
k
f (r + R ) = ∑ e
⋅ e ⋅ r f (k ) = f (r )

Therefore for all R:

e

v v
ik ⋅R

=1
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The expansion above is very general and it applies to all types of periodical lattices
(cubic, orthorhombic, tetrahedral, etc.), in all dimensions where anyone will only need to
r
calculate principal diffractions is to have the reciprocal lattice vector G in any specimen

under electron beam exposure while TEM studies.
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3.4 SEM & TEM IN CATALYTICAL MATERIALS
Characterization of catalytical materials especially transition metal sulfides has been done
by scanning electron microscope and transmission electron microscope, both tools allows
to have a better understanding of structure/function relationship TMS materials. A study
done on MoS2 catalytical material by using HREM is presented by Chianelli et al. [16],
in their study they show a comparison between observations made by SEM and TEM,
which is presented here figure 15. One can observe from both images (SEM and TEM)
the difference in resolution where TEM seems to offer more resolution also providing
atom packing in the MoS2 structure a fact indicated in previous sections.

A

C

B

Figure 15.- A) SEM image of MoS2 crystallites in dark field mode, B)
SEM image of same MoS2 sample in bright field mode, C) TEM image of
MoS2 crystallites (same sample) at higher resolution, one can observed in
the sample the atomic positions of MoS2 in their characteristic structure,
images reproduction after permission of Chianelli et al. [16].
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Other interesting work done using TEM is the one presented by Pedraza et al. [49] where
using TEM instrumentation made it possible to determine lattice parameters as described
by x-ray data for MoS2/Co structure and also some planar diffractions in these catalytical
materials, Berhault et al. presented an study to understand the role of carbon while
observing this based-MoS2 nano-strcutures [50], Afanasiev et al. [51], and Therese et al.
[52] where they described principal characteristics of MoS2 promoted unsupported
catalytical structures. Camacho-Bragado et al. [53] presented an important recent study
on nano-structured MoS2 by meaning of SEM and HRTEM techniques.

Figure 16.- A comparison of SEM and TEM images for nano-structured MoS2 as
described by Camacho-Bragado et al. [53]. (Image reproduction after permission of [53])
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CHAPTER IV
4.1 IINTROCUTION TO DFT
The Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a leading mathematical method to do quantum
calculations on periodic systems. It is considered an exact many-body theory for the
ground state properties of electronic systems (atoms, solids, molecules, crystals, nanostructures), which describes the electron interaction in a system via its electron density
and not via its many-body wave function; this is done by using different potentials or
approximations, those approximations can be the Hartree-Fock (H-F) (usually more
sophisticated calculation suitable for <20 atoms) or Kohn-Sham that basically will
constitute the Hamiltonian operator in the Schrödinger’s equation [54, 55] (one step
above sophistication in comparison with H-F, but very suitable for <180 atoms),
Although this method still requires a nontrivial amount of computation the problem of
calculating the energies of small molecules and crystals fall well within the ability of
moderate-cost workstations to solve. It is this revolution in the development of
computational methods that is the basis for our current study, more is presented in
Appendix A.
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4.2 DFT MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM
The development of molecular computational software has always been severely
disadvantaged by a good description of a potential energy in many-body electron
systems; this could be understood according to Coulomb’s Law as:

Vee =

1
1
∑ ∑
2 i i≠ j ri − rj

One initial approach into this problem was first taken by E. Fermi [56] and later by L. H.
Thomas [57] which involves the replacement of expectation value in the electron-electron
Coulomb potential

‹ Vee›

by a direct Coulomb energy involving a functional of the

electron number density n(r) as described by:

U [ n] =

1 3 n( r ) n ( r ' ) 3
d r'
∫ d r∫
r − r'
2

However a major problem still remained which was the failure of the Coulomb energies
to vanish for electron-electron systems due to a spurious self-interaction in the energy
[58]. Furthermore the short-range Coulomb interactions involved local environment
around each atom, which can result in deviations from the predicted behavior in Coulomb
expectation potential <Vee>. Thus DFT is applied to address those problems in quantum
mechanical calculations of total energy.
Later Kohn and Sham [54, 55] had demonstrated that systems of electrons can be
expressed as functions of the electron density ρ(r) for a system of natural electron spin
orbitals ψ and occupation numbers an as described by:
n

ρ (r ) = ∑ an Ψn (r )
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2

Now substituted into the Kohn-Sham energy expression, the total energy will be:

Ek − s [ ρ (r )] = Ts [ ρ (r )] + Ees [ ρ (r )] + E xc [ ρ (r )] + E xt [ ρ (r )]

All individual terms are referred as Kinetic Energy (KE) of non-interacting Electrons,
Electrostatic Energy (EE), Exchange Correlation Energy (ECE), and Energy of External
Field (Vext). The kinetic energy term can be expressed as:

1
Ts = ∑ an Ψn − ∇ 2 Ψn
2
To avoid problematic conversion due to Pauli Exclusion Principle, because ECE takes
into account both interactions between non-interacting electrons and strong short-range
correlation electrons which is by Coulomb repulsive forces; Kohn and Sham introduced a
local density approximation (LDA) to estimate the effect of the functional, and assuming
electron densities are slowly varying the functional can be expressed by:

E xc [ ρ (r )] = ∫ p(r )exc ( ρ (r ))d 3r
In which exc(ρ(r)) term is referred as ECE of a homogenous electron gas of densities ρ(r),
one advantage using that approach is that extensive values of exc(ρ(r)) can be determined
by previous theoretical quantum mechanical work [58]. One serious deficiency on that
approximation is the failure of LDA approximation on describing accurately all binding
forces in solid state periodic systems; because electron densities are not considered to an
small variations. Langreth et al. introduced the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) to correct this functionals problem.
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By introducing ECE dependable of electron spin polarization as described by:

E xc [n ↑, n ↓] = ∫ d 3rf (n ↑, n ↓, ∇n ↑, ∇n ↓)
This new approximation has shown several improvements over LDA for calculation of
elastic properties, lattice parameters, total energy and density of states in periodic solid
state systems.

4.2.1 CAMBRIDGE SERIAL TOTAL ENERGY PACKAGE
A relative recently developed DFT method for energy related calculations in solid-state
periodic systems is the Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) which is
based on theoretical work made by Payne et al. [59, 60], nowadays, one can find
CASTEP code on the internet, which can be downloaded and integrated using Formula
Translating System (FORTRAN) computational code. Other computational molecular
package such as: Cerius2 of Molecular Simulations Inc. and Accelrys® Materials Studio
have CATSEP integrated in their corresponding energy task modules, more about
Cerius2 and Materials Studio is presented in Appendix B. In both molecular packages
CASTEP employs a plane-wave basis pseudopotential approximation to describe electron
orbitals and their interaction with an external potential <Vee>, by using plane-wave basis
approach, external potentials can be written as functions of free-atomic electron density
as indicated by:

V (r ) = ∑ v(r − rj )
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Where electron wavefunctions are expressed in terms of normalized plane waves having
the form of:

k = Ω −1/ 2 e ik ⋅r
Having express Ω as the total volume of the crystal under study, this plane-wave (ket)
will allow expressing all or any eigen-state as:
k

Ψ ( r ) = ∑ ak k
k =1

Now substituting all those eigen-staes into the Schroedinger’s equation we will have:

− h 2 ∇ 2 Ψ + V ( r ) Ψ = EΨ
Where h represents reduced Planck’s constant, now applying an integrating over total
crystal volume Ω will give:

−h 2
k ' ak ' + ∑ k ' V ee k a k = Eak '
2m
However, one problem could be too reduced in the previous equation to a term of
simultaneous linear equations coupling all ak coefficients for k differing from k΄ in a
crystallographic lattice parameter, in other words to write the matrix element of Vee as
follow:

k' Ψ k =

1
− i ( k − k ')⋅ r j 1
− i ( k − k ' ) ⋅( r − r j )
V (r − rj )d 3r
∑e
∫e
N
Ω0
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In which Ω0 denominates atomic volume of the crystal and the structure factor is given by
N. A new problem arises by using this approach which is how to reduce the term to a
relatively simple sum over atomic positions in the crystal structure. In reality, most
physical electron based properties in solid state and molecular systems dependent on
valence electrons rather than core electrons. So, pseudopotential approximation could be
employed in order to remove core electron dependence in Schrödinger wave equation
with nuclear contributions in the total energy calculations. The mentioned previously can
be summarized by generating pseudopotential core-electron eigen-values in atomistic
systems as described by:

⎧ h 2
⎫
−
∇
+
V
⎨
⎬ Ψ AE t = c l Ψ AE t
⎩ 2m
⎭

In which ΨAE represents the wavefunction in all electronic system with ℓ as the angular
momentum component.
All resulting valence eigen-values are substituted into the Schrödinger equation using a
parameterized pseudo wavefunction of the form:

n

Ψ ps = Σ α i jl
t
i =1

Where jl represent the spherical Bessel functions and α i are fitted coefficients fitted
subjected to the following conditions as indicated by Clark et al. [61]:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

The core charge produced by the pseudo wavefunctions must be the same as
the one produced by the atomic wavefunctions.
Pseudo electron eigen-values must be the same as valence eigen-values
obtained from atomic wavefunctions.
Pseudo wavefunctions and their first and second derivatives must be continuous
in all core radiuses and must be non-oscillatory.
Inversion of all-electron Schrödinger equation in excited states must to be
included in electron-based calculations.

In which task to do using CASTEP is:

•
•
•
•
•

Single-point energy calculation
Geometry optimization
Molecular dynamics
Elastic constants calculation
Transition-state search

4.2.2 TYPES OF POTENTIALS IN CASTEP
Two main types of potentials are when using CASTEP the ultrasoft and normconserving. The main requirement of the pseudopotential approach is that it reproduces
the valence charge density associated with chemical bonds. It has been shown by
Hamann et al [62]., that for pseudo and all-electron wavefunctions to be identical beyond
the core radius (Rc), it is necessary for the integrals of squared amplitudes on both
functions to be the same. This is equivalent to requiring norm-conservation from pseudo
wavefunctions, or to say that each of them should carry exactly just one electron, this
condition will ensure that scattering properties of the pseudopotential are reproduced
correctly. The typical method for generating pseudopotentials is as follows, first allelectron calculations are carried out for an isolated atom in a chosen electronic
configuration (distinct of ground state) that will provide valence electrons eigen-values
and valence electron wavefunctions for the atom as shown in figure 17; to be
parameterized form for the ionic pseudopotential (or the pseudo wavefunction) chosen.
The parameters are then adjusted, so that a pseudo-atom calculation with the same
exchange-correlation potential as in the all-electron atom gives pseudo wavefunctions
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(ψps) that match the valence wavefunctions outside some cutoff radius (Rc), and pseudoeigen-values that are equal to the valence eigen-values. This procedure involves direct
inversion of the radial Kohn-Sham equation in the case when the pseudo wavefunction
and not the pseudopotential itself are parameterized.

Figure 17.- Schematic representation of the all-electron and pseudized
wavefunctions and potentials as described by Hamman et al. [62].

In norm-conserving pseudopotentials, designed mainly to accurately generate identical
charge densities when compared to the real potentials, need to meet or satisfy the
following condition:

r

c ∗
∫0 ψ AE (r)ψ

r

AE

(r) dr = ∫0c ψ ∗ ps (r)ψ ps(r) dr

Where ΨAE (r ) stands as all-electron wavefunction and pseudo wavefunction is
determined by ΨPS (r ) . These pseudopotentials guarantee the equality of the all electron
and pseudo wavefunctions outside of the core region. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials attain
much softer pseudo wavefunctions and thus use considerably fewer plane waves for
calculations acquiring almost same accuracy when calculating energy task.
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That methodology partitions valence density n(r) into “soft” and “hard” contributions by
separate as follows:
2
n( r ) = Σ ⎡ φn ( r ) + Σ Qij(r) φn β j β i φn ⎤
⎥⎦
n ⎢
i,j
⎣

In which β i stand as the projector functions and dependence is on ionic positions and the
augmentation function given by Qij(r) as is described below:

Qij ( r ) = ψ i∗ ( r ) ψ j ( r ) − φi∗ ( r ) φ j ( r )
For all electron wavefunctions: ψ j (r ) and ultrasoft pseudo wavefunctions: φi (r )

constructed without satisfying the norm conservation condition which is Qij(r) = 0 in all
electron wave pseudopotentials. The cutoff energy described by Ecut for ultrasoft
pseudopotentials is about one half of energy in norm-conserving pseudopotentials [63], as
described in figure 18. It is to mention here that results using those types of quantum
computations made in CASTEP yield very similar results when using both local density
approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in exchange
correlation functionals solely if one is using same pseudopotential conditions when
examining energy task in solid-state crystals.
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Figure 18.- Energy cutoff schematic representation in Brillouin sampling as
described by Srivastava et al. [63].

The author here will focus more in CASTEP because it was the all-electron DFT method
using when making energy task calculations, also the primarily software used was
Accelrys® Materials Studio which offers access to the complete range of computational
materials science methods via desktop computing. It is designed for structural and
computational researchers in chemicals and materials R&D who need to perform expert
level modeling and simulations tasks in an easy-to-learn yet powerful environment. It
provides tools for modeling crystal structure and crystallization processes, for the study
of polymer properties, catalysis, and the study of structure-activity relationships. A rich
application program interface (API) to partition functionality in Material Studio makes it
possible for users to create scripts to customize and automate their modeling and
simulation tasks. One can easily produce high-quality graphics of geometric structures,
molecular orbitals, electrostatic potentials, or charge densities.
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CHAPTER V
5.0 DISSERTATION RESULTS
This chapter is entirely dedicated to present and discuss obtained results during in this
study, this chapter will cover results from density of states, band structure and high
resolution TEM as well simulated TEM for comparison between observed Co9S8/MoS2
structure and proposed molecular model build using Cerius2 DFT based molecular
software.

5.1 HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS OF MoS2/Co
The hydrothermal technique has tremendous progress on synthesizes of new advanced
materials with a particularly center on catalytical materials, it was first used by George
W. Morey in 1952 [64] for a H2O–Na2O–SiO2 at 400°C; Nowadays, the literature
presents ‘‘hydrothermal technique’’ as a generic term comprising several terms as:
hydrothermal synthesis, hydrothermal growth, hydrothermal reaction, and hot isostatic
pressing (HIP) [65, 66]. Here a hydrothermal synthesis reaction technique was
implemented on making a chemical synthesis of molybdenum di-sulfide promoted with
cobalt. Samples of MoS2/Co were synthesized by Torres-Escobar B. [67] for this
research purpose samples were labeled as S1, S2, S3 and S4.
S1 had a stoichiometric ratio of Co0.3MoS2 and S3 of CxCo0.3MoS2; both samples were
used on hydrodesulfurization (HDS) reactions in supervised reaction under laboratory
conditions for catalysis of dibenzothiophene molecules. S2 had a stoichiometric ratio of
CxCo0.3MoS2 this particular sample has not been tested in any chemical catalytical
reaction.

S4 with stoichiometric ratio of Co0.3MoS2 was submitted to HDS for

catalytical test on dibenzothiophene removal at one industrial oil plant.
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5.1.1 PREPARATION OF BIMETALLIC PRECURSORS (S1 and S2)
The bimetallic precursor was prepared in two steps. In a first step, ammonium
tetrathiomolybdate, (NH4)2MoS4 (ATM) was prepared according to methods reported
elsewhere [10, 11]. ATM was generally prepared by bubbling H2S into an aqueous
solution

(30

ml

distilled

water)

of

10

g

of

ammonium

heptamolybdate,

(NH4)6Mo7O24.6H2O and 100 ml NH4OH for about 2h.
In a second step, the molybdenum precursor was mixed with CoCl2 in aqueous solution.
More precisely, 1.6 g of (NH4)2MoS4 in 20 ml of water was added under stirring at room
temperature to a second solution of 0.47 g of CoCl2.1/2 H2O dissolved into 10 ml of
water. A black precipitate immediately formed. The bimetallic precursor is then filtered
and dried at room temperature overnight. This compound was amorphous in nature. The
Co/Mo molar ratio achieved in this bimetallic precursor is 0.3 in agreement with the
possible stoichiometric reaction:
3 (NH4)2MoS4 + CoCl2 → (NH4)4Co(MoS4)3 + 2 NH4Cl.
However, instability in air probably transformed this precursor into an amorphous
polymeric compound of the type Cox(MoS4)3x keeping a Co/Mo ratio of 0.3 [12].
5.1.2. PREPARATION OF UNSUPPORTED Co/MoS2 (S1-S4)
The final Co/MoS2 catalyst was then obtained through decomposition of the bimetallic
precursor under hydrothermal conditions. For this purpose, 5 g of the precursor was
added to 50 ml of water and placed inside a 0.5 L high pressure batch reactor. The reactor
was purged with N2 at room temperature before increasing the temperature and pressure
up to 300°C and 1200 psi (82.7 bars) respectively. Temperature was then maintained at
300°C for 2h. The desired pressure was developed autogenously by the appropriate
amount of water addition to the closed system. After cooling down to room temperature,
the recovered product was finally washed with isopropanol.
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5.1.3. CATALYTIC ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
The hydrodesulfurization (HDS) of dibenzothiophene (DBT) that has been extensively
studied as a model of HDS of petroleum feedstock was carried out in a 2 l Parr model
4522 high-pressure batch reactor. Approximately 1 g of MoS2 catalyst, along with the
reactant mixture (6.6 g of DBT in 150 ml of decaline; [DBT]0 = 0.239 mol/l), was placed
in the reactor, then pressurized to 490 psi (33.8 bars) with hydrogen, and heated to 350°C
at a rate of 10°C/min. After the working temperature was reached, sampling for
chromatographic analysis was taken during the course of each run to determine
conversion versus time dependence. Reaction runs averaged about 5 h. The reaction
products were analyzed using a Perkin-Elmer model Auto-system chromatograph with a
6 ft long, 1/8 inch packed column containing OV-3 (phenyl methyl dimethyl silicone
10% phenyl) as a separating phase supplied by Supelco.
The comparison of the activity and selectivity results is presented in table 2, the
hydrodesulfurization of dibenzothiophene between the Co/MoS2 unsupported catalyst
studied here and non-promoted and Co-promoted unsupported MoS2 catalysts obtained
from the same ATM precursor but through in situ decomposition of the precursor under
DBT HDS conditions. Results are also provided for a commercial CoMo/Al2O3 catalyst.
Table 2.- Catalytical activity measurements on S1 sample as compared with
other authors [72, 73].
Catalyst
Co/MoS2a
MoS2b

Co/MoS2c
CoMo/Al2O3
a

Method of Preparation
Co/ATM precursor under
hydrothermal conditions (1200
psi (82.7 bars), 300°C)
ATM precursor in situ
decomposed under DBT HDS
conditions (31 bars, 350°C)
Co/ATM precursor in situ
decomposed under DBT HDS
conditions (31 bars, 350°C)
Commercial

this study; b from Ref.[73]; c from Ref.[72].
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Rate Constants
(10-7 mol.s-1.g-1)

HYD/DDS
Ratio

29.0

0.31

5.9

1.50

9.4

0.35

15.0

0.40

5.2 MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES OF MoS2/Co
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis was performed
using a Schottky field emission electron microscope FEI Tecnai TF20 (200kV). The unit
is equipped with a STEM unit, high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector, and XTwin lenses with a resolution of ~ 2 nm. Sample were prepared by adding with ethanol in
a glass vial 0.05 g of the obtained catalytic powder. The solution was placed in an ultrasonic bath for particle dispersion. One drop of the diluted solution was deposited onto a
lacey Cu/C 200 mesh grid. Evaporation was then performed at room temperature for
approximately 2 h. Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) microanalysis analysis was
performed by means of an EDAX detector with an EDS solid angle of 0.13 sr. Evaluation
of slab lengths and stacking degree of MoS2 particles was performed using Digital
micrograph software.
5.2.1 ENERGY DISPERSE X-RAY EMISSIONS
Considered an analytical technique used for the elemental analysis in samples but also as
one of the variants of x-ray diffraction techniques. It relies on the investigation of a
sample through interactions between electromagnetic radiation (beam electrons) and
matter contained in the sample. In this technique users will analyze x-rays emitted by the
interaction of beam electrons and sample as response of being hit with charged particles.
Focused on the sample under study its atoms contains are meant to be in a ground state
non-exited electrons bound to the nucleus. The number and energy of the X-rays emitted
from a specimen can be measured by an energy dispersive spectrometer. Since the energy
of the x-rays is the difference in energy between exited and non-exited shell this allows
elemental composition of the specimen to be measured.
The final products (after testing) were analyzed using a FEI Tecnai® HRTEM instrument
on S1 (MoS2/Co) sample measured at 20o tilt with respect of electron beam direction.
Energy Disperse X-Ray (EDX) was obtained in STEM Dark field mode and presented in
table 3 and table 4 presents weight percentage on the sample and corresponding EDX
spectrum is presented in figure 19, and table 5 and 6 presents weight percentage on
ternary NiMoWS2 with corresponding EDX peaks presented in figure 20.
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Table 3.- EDX peak intensities for MoS2/Co sample S1 obtained in HRTEM dark field
in STEM mode for elemental analysis.
Peak

Integrated Intensity

Uncertainty

C-K

941.721

304.495

S-K

33.038

936.695

Co-K

9.397

69.400

Mo-K

51.481

86.817

Mo-L

175.915

708.434

Table 4.- Weight percentage values obtained by EDX analysis for MoS2/Co sample S1
obtained in HRTEM dark field in STEM mode.
Element
C(K)
S(K)
Co(K)
Mo(K)

Weight %
95.370
0.586
0.238
3.804

Atomic %
99.225
0.228
0.050
0.495

Uncertain %
3.107
1.677
0.177
0.646

Correction
0.173
0.911
0.995
0.998

k-Factor
6.279
1.101
1.576
4.581

200
Acquire EDX Residual
Acquire EDX Modeled Spectrum
Acquire EDX Peak Fit
Acquire EDX BG Corrected

150

Acquire EDX BG Fit

Counts

Acquire EDX

100

Mo
Mo

C

Mo

50
Co
Co
Co

Mo S
S
Mo
Mo

Co

Co

0
5

10

15

Energy (keV)

Figure 19.- EDX spectrum for MoS2/Co sample S1 obtained in HRTEM dark field in
STEM mode for elemental analysis.
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Table 5.- EDX peak intensities for ternary NiMoWS2 obtained in HAADF-STEM mode
for elemental analysis.
Peak

Integrated Intensity

Uncertainty

C-K

6070.946

767.457

S-K

3806.992

638.273

W-K

30.030

75.427

Ni-L

3482.789

551.663

Ni-L

1444.198

321.218

Cu-K

777.554

258.572

Mo-K

778.845

264.377

Table 6.- Weight percentage values obtained by EDX analysis for ternary NiMoWS2
obtained in HAADF-STEM mode.
Element
C(K)
S(K)
W(K)
Ni(K)
Cu(K)
Mo(K)

Weight %
61.737
6.7191
0.072
8.984
2.212
5.779

Atomic
81.991
3.379
0.020
2.441
0.555
0.960

Uncert. %
0.782
0.114
0.018
0.142
0.073
0.196

Det.Correc.
0.173
0.911
0.994
0.996
0.997
0.998

800

k-Factor
6.279
1.101
1.480
1.592
1.757
4.581

View EDX Acquire HAADF Area 1 Residual
View EDX Acquire HAADF Area 1 Modeled Spectrum
View EDX Acquire HAADF Area 1 Peak Fit
View EDX Acquire HAADF Area 1 BG Corrected

Counts

View EDX Acquire HAADF Area 1 BG Fit
View EDX Acquire HAADF Area 1

W

600

S
S

400

Ni
W

W
Ni

W

200
W
Cu
Ni
W

W
W
W
Cu W

0
0

Mo

W
W

10

Mo
Mo

20

30

Energy (keV)

Figure 20.- EDX spectrum for ternary NiMoWS2 obtained in HAADF-STEM mode for
elemental analysis.
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5.2.2 SCANNING TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS
Studies made using HAADF-STEM had proved a more detailed morphological picture in
several nano-structure materials [74, 75]. A study made using STEM dark field mode is
presented here for MoS2/Co catalytic samples (S1-S2) as presented in figure 21. By this
technique it’s found that layered MoS2 structures present a ribbon-like (“hairs”) structure,
but also some other ternary NiMoWS2 present a nano-rod like structure as observed in
figure 22, Samples were analyzed at an operating voltage of 200kV and spot size ~1 at
different resolutions (2Å~ 20Å).

Figure 21.- HAADF-STEM image of MoS2/Co sample S1.
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Figure 22.- HAADF-STEM image of ternary NiMoWS2 showing nano-rod like
morphology.

5.2.3 HIGH RESOLUTION TEM IMAGES
HRTEM images show the presence of characteristic fringes of molybdenum disulfide
with the interplanar d002 spacing of 0.62 ± 0.023 nm and presented in figure 23. Samples
are formed of bundles of intertangled MoS2 layers which are more or less stacked. Slabs
often present small bending effects confirming that bending occurs on a large proportion
of slabs but with generally low angles of curvature. This result is expected since bending
MoS2 layers results in strain effects along the basal plane leading to unstable structures if
curvature angle becomes too high [76]. Instability could lead to broken slabs.
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0.62 ± 0.023 nm

Figure 23.- Bright field mode HRTEM image shown the presence of characteristic
fringes of MoS2 with the interplanar d002 spacing of 0.62 ± 0.023 nm.

Even if mainly stacked particles are visualized on micrographs, HRTEM also generally
overestimates the stacking degree of MoS2 slabs [77]. Moreover, a quite disordered
organization of stacked layers can be easily observed which is also in agreement with
XRD results about imperfect stacking of layers leading to a marked turbostratic effect as
presented in figure 24.
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Figure 24.- MoS2 XRD results indicating imperfect stacking of layers leading to a
marked turbostratic effect.

HRTEM observation of the Co/MoS2 sample shows that molybdenum sulfide particles
sometimes tend to maximize their interaction with the underlying Co9S8 substrate on
which MoS2 slabs are embedded. A typical example of such an effect is shown in Figure
25 on which four MoS2 particles presenting three stacked slabs each are positioned
almost in a square arrangement probably to interact as much as possible with the Co9S8
substrate.
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Figure 25.- Bright field HRTEM image showing the interaction between MoS2 three
stacked slabs each as positioned to interact as much as possible with the Co9S8
substrate.

Examples of curved slabs are shown in Figures 26 and 27. In Figure 26, the particles
present a very high stacking degree but with a low angle of curvature. This very stacked
morphology could be related to some additional stabilization effects provided by Van der
Waals interactions and counterbalancing the strain effects induced by bending. As shown
in Figure 27, some slabs sometimes could present a stronger bending effect reaching
almost a perfect 90° angle. However, careful observation of these MoS2 slabs showed
that they are in fact broken at the position where torsion of the slabs and therefore strain
effects are expected to be the most important as observed in figure 27.
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B

A

0.299 nm
(311)

Co9S8

0.172 nm
(440)

MoS2
0.62 nm

C
0.299 nm

Co9S8

Figure 26.- A) Bright field HRTEM image showing a very high stacking degree but
with a low angle of curvature. B) Fast Fourier Transform select area diffraction pattern
of Co9S8 substrate. C) Detail area of Co9S8 substrate indicating inter-layered distance
of 0.299 nm as measured in Digital Micrograph software.
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Figure 27.- Bright field mode HRTEM of MoS2 slabs showing bending layered
maximum leading to discontinuity as observed on the inset.
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The embedding of MoS2 slabs in the Co9S8 substrate is clearly visualized on Figure 26.
HRTEM visualization of the substrate (surrounded by a white square in Figure 26a)
shows a characteristic interplanar d spacing of 0.299 nm corresponding to the (311)
reflection of Co9S8. Fourier transform of this zone shows a selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) with two sets of spots corresponding to the main (311) and (440)
reflections of the Co9S8 phase at respectively d = 0.299 nm and d = 0.172 nm.
Since molybdenum sulfide presents only dangling bonds on its edge planes, interaction
between MoS2 and Co9S8 is expected to occur mainly at the contact of edge planes of
molybdenum sulfide with the cobalt sulfide substrate. Such a zone can be visualized on
Figure 28a (closer view of part of Figure 26) on which MoS2 slabs look like as emerging
from the Co9S8 substrate starting from their edges. Such a situation can also be observed
on other zones of the sample as shown in Figure 28b.

A

B

5 nm

5 nm

Figure 28.- A) Closer view of part of Figure 26 on which MoS2 slabs look like as
emerging from the Co9S8 substrate starting from their edges. B) Emerging contact
between Co9S8 and MoS2 indicating also some bending of MoS2 layers, could be due
to synergic contact between both.
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Determination of MoS2 slab dimensions showed an average length along the basal
direction of 6.2 nm but with sizes ranging from 2 to 20 m. Similarly, an average stacking
degree of 3.7 (slabs) was found relatively close to the value determined by XRD as
presented in figure 24. However, one should keep in mind that the stacking degree
determined by XRD i.e. 4.7 (slabs) was calculated based on the Debye-Scherrer equation
applied to the (002) diffraction peak and was then overestimated since neglecting the
presence of monolayers. The value found by TEM is therefore closer to the real value
even if still very probably overestimated. Quite large stacking distribution was once again
obtained reaching values up to 9 (stacked slabs).

5.3 MODELING OF MoS2/Co9S8 INTERFACE– TEM SIMULATION
Molecular modeling of the interface between Co9S8 and MoS2 was therefore constructed
based on HRTEM observations and validation through TEM simulation. Using
Accerlys® Materials Studio Package, the interface was then subjected to band structure
and density of states (DOS) calculations using density functional theory (DFT) in the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [16]. The plane wave basis set of the
Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) was implemented. In the DFT
calculations, non-local corrections in the form of the revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
functional (GGA) exchage-correlation functional were used to lead to accurate crystal
structure and cohesive energies with a cutoff energy of 300 eV for total energy task, in
plane wave basis set, a SFC Tolerance of 2x10-6 eV/atom for 1000 SFC cycles in density
mixing mode, k-point was set to 1x1x3 in the reciprocal space. All this parameters was
used to subtract while energy tasks values of Band Structure and Density of States to
reduce the time of calculations we chose a portion of the interface which we call here
“seed” and placed it in a crystal with a = 14.0Å, b = 20.0 Å and c = 6.0Å and α = β = γ =
90o (P1 non-symmetry) with sufficient empty space to reduce electron interactions
between adjacent neighboring atoms in the periodic structure.
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As shown previously in figures 25-28, the MoS2/Co9S8 interface is found mainly at the
contact region between the edges planes of MoS2 and Co9S8 showing molybdenum
sulfide as emerging from the cobalt sulfide substrate. This fact could be predictable since
cobalt is known to be sulfided very easily in a Co/MoS2 system [78] and generally before
MoS2 (except if organic additives are used to retard the cobalt sulfidation [79-81]). Then,
MoS2 is expected to nucleate from the interface of an already formed Co9S8. Therefore,
taking into account the contact angle between MoS2 and Co9S8 as observed on figure 28a,
a MoS2/Co9S8 interface was built. Due to the complexity of both MoS2 and Co9S8
structures, the construction of the interface was a hard task to achieve primarily because
the positional tensor matrix σij which indicates each individual atom in the structure has
many coefficient coordinates. The best agreement with observations made by HRTEM
corresponds to contact occurring between the (122) plane of Co9S8 and the (010) plane of
MoS2. The resulting model interface is shown figure 29.
The most interesting feature of this interface is the presence of direct Co-Mo
bonds which would very probably modify electronic properties and would influence
catalytic efficiency in hydrodesulfurization. This point will be discussed in more detail
below. Another interesting point is the shift of the interlayer distance to 6.4 Å. This value
is identical to the one observed experimentally on the XRD pattern (Figure 24) and
resulting from the shift to lower angles of the (002) diffraction peak. Therefore, this shift
of the (002) diffraction seems to be better explained by an increase of the interlayer
distance between MoS2 slabs due to the formation of the MoS2/Co9S8 interface than from
any rotation of these layers from each other about the a-axis. Therefore, turbostraticity
mainly occurs by rotation of layers along the c-axis.
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A

B

MoS2

Co9S8

C

Figure 29.- Molecular model created using interface builders module of Cerius2.
The best agreement with observations made by HRTEM corresponds to contact
occurring between the (122) plane of Co9S8 and the (010) plane of MoS2.
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5.3.1 TEM SIMULATION OF Co9S8/MoS2 MOLECULAR MODEL
The next step in this study was to determine the molecular structure of the MoS2/Co9S8
interface which after TEM simulation would fit best HRTEM experimental results. TEM
simulations were carried out using the simulaTEM software contained in the Cerius2
analytical 2 molecular package in order to fit a model of the MoS2/Co9S8 interface with
experimental HRTEM observations. The physical meaning and principle of the TEM
simulator software is described in detail by Gómez-Rodríguez et al. [15]. Basically, TEM
simulator performs a full dynamical calculation by multi-slice method using projected
n

potential f (U ) = ∑ a i e ( − biU ) , where ai and bi are coefficients to be determined. The
2

i =1

variable U = (u, v, w) is used to represent coordinates in reciprocal space (Fourier space)
quantities (spatial frequencies). f(U) is the atomic dispersion factor. TEM simulations in
both simulations the electron microscope was a JEOL4000EX running at 600kV using
chromatic aberration coefficient of Cc=1.4mm, spherical aberration coefficient Cs =2.70
mm, defocus condition= -485.2 Å, beam spread= 0.3 mrad, aperture diameter =0.7(1/Å),
the aperture was centered at reciprocal space origin. Molecular interface was placed in a
super-cubic cell (no-symmetry) and SG-P1 with lattice parameters a = b 20 Å and c = 14
Å All calculations were performed with a 512 x 512 sampling slide thickness of 20 Å
using mutual transfer function approximation technique.
In order to check the consistency of our model with HRTEM results, TEM simulation
based on a multislice method was performed starting from our model interface and the
simulated HRTEM image was compared to the experimental results as presented in figure
30. A quite good fit was obtained particularly when comparing angles of contact between
MoS2 and Co9S8 between simulated and experimental HRTEM images, which correspond
to a 7o. A more precise look at the model interface (also visible on the TEM simulated
image) shows that each MoS2 slab interacts with cobalt atoms forming a cubic
arrangement as observed in figure 30.
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MoS2

Co9S8

Figure 30.- Simulated HRTEM image corresponding to Co9S8/MoS2 molecular model
presented in figure 29 as compared to the experimental HRTEM results.

In half of the cobalt cubic clusters interacting with molybdenum, two Mo atoms interact
with Co atoms. However, while one of the Mo atoms only interacts with one Co atom,
the second Mo atom is connected to two Co atoms of the cubic array. Both Mo atoms are
fivefold coordinated showing the existence of latent vacancy sites (in bulk MoS2, Mo is
six fold coordinated). These vacancies would play an important role in HDS providing
sites for coordinating sulfur-containing reactants. For the other half of the cobalt cubic
cluster interacting with molybdenum, two Mo atoms also form bonds with Co atoms.
Once again, one of the Mo atoms is coordinated to only one Co atom while the other one
is coordinated to two Co atoms. However, the coordination number of Mo atoms is
higher in this case due to a higher number of sulfur bonds showing in this case the
absence of latent vacancy sites in half of the molybdenum atoms interacting with cobalt
and then the necessity to generate them under HDS conditions through sulfur removal.
This step is however expected to be easier in Co-S-Mo moieties due to higher labile
sulfur atoms in mixed CoMo sites [82, 83]. The presence of direct Co-Mo bonds is also
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an interesting feature of this model interface. This direct bonding should very probably
favor the donation of electrons from Co to Mo and therefore the intensity of the
synergetic effect. Formation of direct Co-Mo bonds was also found by DFT calculations
modeling the localization of cobalt on the Me-edge of MoS2 particles [84, 85]. Under a
very large p(H2S)/p(H2) range, formation of these direct Co-Mo bonds were found to
correspond to the most stable configuration of cobalt on the Me-edge of MoS2. Stable
morphology of CoMo nanocrystallites would correspond to an equal proportion of 50%
of S-edge and 50% of Me-edge. Moreover, Mo atoms on the Co-promoted Me-edge can
exhibit five-fold coordination. Therefore, some similarity is observed here between our
model interface and the local Co/Mo/S structure on the Me-edge of MoS2 as determined
by DFT.
Comparison of our model MoS2/Co9S8 interface is also possible in relation with previous
organometallic studies trying to modelize Co/Mo/S clusters in order to study the HDS
mechanism. Types of reactions exhibited by organometallic compounds in solution often
occur on the surface of heterogeneous catalysts and can give valuable information about
HDS mechanism. Co/Mo/S clusters used in the organometallic approach often presents
Co-Mo bonds. Examples can be found in studies made by Curtis and co-workers [86-89]
and by Halbert et al. [90]. Curtis et al. found that in the Cp’2Mo2Co2S3(CO)4 cluster
desulfurization reactions can occur on Co sites bonded to Mo and presenting latent
vacancy sites [89]. Halbert et al. studied the Mo2Co2S4(S2CNEt2)2(CH3CN)2(CO)2 cluster
presenting a thiocubane Co2Mo2(µ3-S)4 core which was obtained by reaction of
Mo2S4(S2CNEt2)2 with Co2(CO)8 [90]. In this cluster, Mo atoms are coordinated to two
Co atoms. Interestingly, when the cobalt fragments bind to the terminal Mo=S groups,
open sites on the Mo centers are produced as also observed in half of the Co/Mo clusters
of the MoS2/Co9S8 interface. The formation of Co-Mo bonds in this cluster was suggested
to favor the electronic donation from Co to Mo weakening Mo-S bonds and making the
dz2, dxz, and dyz orbitals of molybdenum more available as acceptor orbitals. This would
make “open” sites analogous to vacancies whose affinity for ligands will be enhanced by
cobalt. This situation can also be expected on the fivefold coordinated Mo atoms of the
interface. Comparison of bond angles and distances in the model interface and in the
study of Halbert et al. [90] is provided in Table 7. A relative similarity was observed
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between the two studies. However, metal-sulfur bonds are slightly higher in our case
while metal-metal bonds are smaller. Similarly, even if close, Co-Co-Mo and Mo-S-Mo
bond angles are about respectively 6° and 9° higher in our case while very good
similarity was observed for S-Co-S angles.

Table 7.- Comparison of the bond angles and bond lenghts between the MoS2/Co9S8
interface molecular model and the Co/Mo/S cluster of Halbert et al. [90].

Bond angles of the
MoS2/Co9S8
interface

Bond angles by
Halbert et al.
[59]

Bond distances of
the MoS2/Co9S8
interface

Bond distances by
Halbert et al.
[59]

Co-Co-Mo: 67.47o

Co1-Co1-Mo: 61.58o

Co-S = 2.24Å

Co-S = 2.184 Å

S-Co-S: 107.97o

S1-Co-S2: 109.20o
S2-Co-S’2: 105.94°

Mo-S = 2.425 Å

Mo-S = 2.354 Å

Mo-S-Mo: 81.96o

Mo-S1-S2: 72.36o

Mo-Co = 2.546 Å

Mo-Co = 2.67 Å
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5.4 ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES USING DFT
5.4.1 DENSITY OF STATES AND BAND STRUCTURE
In order to determine the consequences in terms of electronic properties of the formation
of such a MoS2/Co9S8 interface, density of state (DOS) calculations were performed
using a density functional theory (DFT) approach in a generalized-gradient
approximation (GGA). For comparison purposes, the same procedure was applied first
separately to MoS2 and to Co9S8 to check if results are coherent Co9S8 (B), and the
MoS2/Co9S8 interfaces (C). The DOS found for MoS2 corresponds to the one expected for
a semiconducting compound as molybdenum sulfide (Figure 31A). At the Fermi level,
the DOS is essentially zero and a weak band gap of 0.7 eV appears. This value is close to
the one found previously by Raybaud et al. (0.89 eV) [91] showing that the DOS for a
finite MoS2 system with sulfur-saturated Mo surface atoms is quite close to the bulk DOS
[92]. In the layered MoS2 structure, the coordination of the metal atom is trigonal
prismatic. The ligand-field effect on Mo d states resulting from the covalent Mo d – S p
bonding under a trigonal distortion led to the splitting of t2g orbitals into a non-degenerate
a1g and doubly degenerate eg sets. Therefore, the Fermi level falls at the upper edge of the
a1g band while the eg complex forms the lowest group of conduction bands. However,
substantial mixing of the Mo 4d character with the S 3p band occurs.
Co9S8 presents a complex structure. Two types of Co atoms are present: an octahedrally
coordinated Co atom with six S neighbors and a tetrahedrally coordinated Co atom with
1) 4 nearest S neighbors plus three other S atoms at a distance only 0.009 Å larger and 2)
three Co neighbors. Due to the presence of Co-Co bonds, the DOS for Co9S8 presents a
metallic character (Figure 31B). However, the Fermi level (EF) corresponds to an
inflection point showing the presence of lower and upper parts of mainly the Co 3d band.
This result is in relative agreement with those previously found by Raybaud et al. [92]
who showed a clearer “pseudogap” at the Fermi level. Hybridization with S 3p σ* states
is more expected on the upper part of the Co 3d band above EF as is presented in figure
32 for projected partial density of states for s, p, d and sum of orbitals in Co9S8/MoS2
interface molecular model.
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The DOS of the MoS2/Co9S8 interface also presents a metallic character as expected from
the presence of both Co-Co and Co-Mo bonds (Figure 31C). However, due to the Co-Mo
interaction, the distribution of the electronic density of the d bands appears broader with a
lower part going from -10 eV to just above EF. Particular attention paid to the DOS
profile at EF showed that the electronic density is however more localized at the Fermi
level for the interface with a higher electron density at 0 eV than for Co9S8 going back to
zero for a less positive value of energy of 0.7 eV versus 1.3 eV for Co9S8. Therefore, the
metallic character is more localized at the region close to the Fermi level compared to
Co9S8. This is expected to modify significantly the HDS catalytic properties of the
MoS2/Co9S8 interface increasing its hydrogenating character but probably less than the

Density of States (electrons/eV)

formation of latent vacancy sites on fivefold coordinated Mo atoms of the interface.
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Figure 31.- A) Density of States (DOS) for MoS2 calculated from
molecular modeled presented in figure 1.
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Figure 31.- B) Density of States (DOS) for Co9S8 calculated from
molecular modeled presented in figure 2.
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Figure 31.- C) Density of States (DOS) for Co9S8/MoS2 calculated from
molecular modeled interface presented in figure 29.
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Figure 32.- Projected partial for s, p, d and sum of orbital density of states
for Co9S8/MoS2 calculated from molecular modeled interface presented in
figure 29.

Calculation of band structure were carried out using CASTEP under same conditions as
for density of states for MoS2 (figure 2) Co9S8 (figure 3) and Co9S8/MoS2 interface
(figure 29), results reflect a transformation of MoS2 nano-structure from semiconductor
character to a metallic character after merge in contact with Co9S8, indicating a transition
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metal sulfide type catalytic nano-structure as described by others [11, 22, 24, 29, 41].
Figure 33, 34 and 35 presents band structure data for MoS2, Co9S8 and Co9S8/MoS2
interface respectively.

}

Semiconductor
Character

Figure 33.- Band structure data for MoS2 from CASTEP calculations for
molecular model presented in figure 2, showing its semiconductor
character because of its energy gap at Fermi level.
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}

Mix-phase
Metallic
Character

Figure 34.- Band structure data for Co9S8 from CASTEP calculations for
molecular model presented in figure 3, showing its metallic character
because small (mix of energy levels) at energy gap at Fermi level.
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Metallic

} Character

Figure 35.- Band structure data for Co9S8/MoS2 from CASTEP calculations
for molecular model presented in figure 29, showing its metallic character
with no-energy gap at Fermi level.
Furthermore, using Dmol3 with the following task parameters for energy calculations,
spin polarization unrestricted, initial charge set to zero, double numerical plus (DNP)
polarization functions basis set and Perdew Burke Ernzerhof (PBE) functional, auxiliary
density set to quadrupole, thermal set to 0.0500 Ha and global cutoff energy of 3.7 Å for
calculation of lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) were obtained and presented here in table 8.
Table 8.- HOMO and LUMO values for Co9S8/MoS2 from Dmol3 energy
calculations for molecular model presented in figure 29.
Functional

Approximation

HOMO

LUMO

PBE

GGA

-0.1553

-0.1546
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Using CASTEP which is presented in table 9, all calculations was performed for biding
energy for Co9S8/MoS2 interface as compared with obtained results for MoS2 and Co9S8.

Table 9.- Total binding energy values obtained from CASTEP results for
Co9S8/MoS2, Co9S8 and MoS2 molecular models.
Structure

Functional

Approximation

MoS2

RPBE

GGA

Total Binding
Energy (eV)
-7495.53

Binding Energy
(eV/atom)
-76.48

Co9S8

RPBE

GGA

-46612.76

-249.26

Co9S8/MoS2

RPBE

GGA

-62752.18

-784.40

In order to understand charge contributions made by each particular atom involved in the
interface model, calculations of population analysis were performed using Dmol3 under
same conditions as for HOMO and LUMO calculations, results were analyzed using
Hirshfeld approximation [98]. Table 10 presents obtained results.
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Table 10.- Mulliken and Hirshfeld atomic charges values, obtained from
population analysis using Dmol3 for Co9S8/MoS2 interface molecular
model (figure 29).

Element

Mulliken atomic charges:

Hirshfeld atomic charges:

Co1

-0.058

-0.0193

Co2

-0.210

-0.0462

Co3

-0.080

-0.0636

Co4

-0.170

-0.0490

Co5

-0.126

-0.0552

S6

-0.340

-0.1336

S7

-0.066

-0.0369

S8

-0.008

-0.0116

S9

-0.012

-0.0137

S10

-0.041

-0.0386

Co11

-0.070

0.0405

Co12

0.055

0.0576

Co13

0.038

0.0500

Co14

-0.095

0.0270

Co15

-0.053

-0.0756

Co16

0.033

-0.0559

Co17

0.026

-0.0291

Co18

-0.070

-0.0328

Co19

0.300

-0.0234

Co20

0.297

-0.0205

Co21

0.160

0.0224

Co22

0.160

0.0124

Co23

0.311

-0.0189

Co24

0.280

-0.0284

Co25

0.118

0.0163
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Co26

0.160

0.0287

Co27

-0.122

-0.0322

Co28

-0.151

-0.0377

Co29

-0.205

-0.1148

Co30

-0.067

-0.0948

S31

0.014

0.0129

S32

-0.003

0.0146

S33

0.579

0.0741

S34

-0.378

-0.2196

S35

-0.206

0.0551

S36

-0.300

-0.0636

S37

-0.379

-0.0111

S38

0.494

0.0361

S39

0.112

0.0422

S40

-0.133

-0.0502

S41

0.099

0.0432

S42

-0.427

-0.0652

S43

-0.242

-0.0816

S44

-0.172

-0.0126

S45

-0.059

0.0270

S46

-0.380

0.0035

S47

-0.249

-0.1363

S48

-0.369

-0.0327

S49

-0.377

-0.0348

S50

-0.115

0.0238

S51

-0.122

0.0194

S52

-0.218

0.0122

S53

-0.089

0.0268

S54

-0.129

0.0024

S55

-0.237

-0.0066
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Mo56

0.525

0.2357

Mo57

0.210

0.1809

S58

-0.395

-0.1394

S59

-0.401

-0.1451

Mo60

0.991

0.0603

S61

-0.205

-0.0547

Mo62

1.007

0.0281

S63

-0.271

-0.1372

Mo64

0.547

0.2288

Mo65

0.493

0.2258

Mo66

0.528

0.2575

Mo67

0.279

0.1978

Mo68

0.535

0.2280

Mo69

0.450

0.2147

Mo70

0.532

0.2218

Mo71

0.278

0.1763

Mo72

0.253

0.1781

S73

-0.291

-0.1380

S74

-0.376

-0.1381

S75

-0.164

-0.0151

S76

-0.246

-0.1301

S77

-0.182

-0.0826

S78

-0.366

-0.2038

S79

-0.329

-0.1243

S80

-0.085

-0.0392
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A plot of charge density is also obtained from Dmol3 calculations and presented in figure
36 A) and B), which one can observe charge density distribution on the actual molecular
model interface.

A)

B)

Figure 36.- Mulliken and Hirshfeld atomic charges density plots on
Co9S8/MoS2 interface molecular model (figure 29).
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5.5 CONCLUSION
5.5.1 COMPARISON TO SUPPORTED PROMOTED SYSTEMS

One final major question arises is if this model interface can be generalized to supported
systems and how these results can be compared to the previous models of cobalt
decoration [93] and of synergy by contact [94]. With respect to this latter model, our
result sustain that MoS2 and Co9S8 phases through their interface can “act together” in
HDS: the higher hydrogenating character mainly due to cobalt would enhance the
hydrogen supply to Mo on which sulfur-containing reactants would be preferably bound.
Results are also partly comparable to the more “nanoscopic” view of the decoration
model. As observed before, similar Co-Mo bonds and five-fold coordination of Mo
would occur on the most stable Co-promoted Mo-edge configuration under typical HDS
conditions. Therefore, some similarity can be expected. Finally, recent DFT calculations
of the localization of cobalt on MoS2 nanocrystallites have shown the maximum in HDS
activity generally reached at a Co/Mo ratio of 0.3 (note that a similar ratio was used
herein) corresponds to the optimum formation of mixed CoMoS sites with direct Co-Mo
bonds [95]. These mixed CoMoS sites also possess intermediate metal-sulfur bond
energy corresponding to the highest HDS activity achievable in the spirit of the Sabatier
principle [96].
However, some discrepancies should also be noted. First of all, one should keep in mind
that the formation of the synergetic phase on a support is believed to occur through
migration of cobalt to MoS2 edge planes, by which can be only really effective if cobalt is
not sulfided before its migration to already sulfided Mo. In this case, an intimate mixing
of Co and Mo occurred inside the precursor. Moreover, due to the fact that Co is expected
to be easily sulfided first while Mo must be reduced from +6 (MoS42-) to +4 (MoS2),
MoS2 seems to “nucleate” from the Co9S8 substrate. With respect to the symmetrical
synergism model described by Berhault et al. [97] and its Co/Mo phase diagram, the
segregation of MoS2 from a Co9S8 substrate would correspond to the second optimum in
activity observed on the right side of the phase diagram. This situation is expected for any
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unsupported cobalt-promoted system and differs from the one observed on supported
systems for which the optimum on the left side of the phase diagram is expected to be
reached. One characteristic feature of the optimum observed on the right side of the
symmetrical phase diagram presented in [97] is that the synergetic effect is generally less
amplified due to the difficulty to obtain high surface area Co9S8. This “surface
dependency” of the synergetic effect is clearly observed in this study for Co/MoS2
unsupported catalysts in the HDS of DBT The difficulty to obtain a highly surface
contact with Co9S8 can be partly overwhelmed here by the formation of a very high
surface area solid thanks to an increase of the pressure used during the preparation
resulting in a high surface contact between reactant and catalyst.

5.5.2 FUTURE WORK
The last point to consider as future study in this research direction is to consider the
influence of a replacement of sulfur by carbide-like entities as observed in steady-state
DBT HDS stabilized catalysts. But also to study the same electronic properties of an
interface built between NiS3 and MoS2 known in the catalysis field as a high
desulfurization nano-structure used for same purposes as the Co9S8/MoS2. One future
stipulation is to create a HDS reactions using computational modeling described here in
previous sections to see the catalytical activity on proposed molecular model.
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APPENDIX A
Kohn-Sham equations in DFT
The below description of the theory was taken under consentient of Richard M. Martin
from Department of Physics at University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, from lecture
notes in DFT.
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APPENDIX B
Cerius2 Modules
Energy Minimizer: Optimize initial geometries of models constructed in a molecular
models, repairs poor geometries occurring at splice points during homology building of
protein structures, mapping the energy barriers for geometric distortions and
informational transitions using "torsion forcing" to obtain Ramachandran-type contour
plots for proteins or RIS statistical weights for polymers. Also its used to evaluate
whether a molecule can adopt a template conformation consistent with a pharmacophoric
or catalytic site model ("template forcing").
QSAR+: Generates quantitative structure-activity relationship models in both basic
default and customizable modes. It calculates 2D and 3D spatial, electronic, fragment,
topological, thermodynamic, conformational, and shape properties (descriptors), and
statistically analyzes relationships between molecular structures and the descriptors to
provide correlations for predicting biological activity.
Molecular dynamics: Searching the conformational space of alternative amino acid side
chains in site-specific mutation studies. Producing sets of 3D structures consistent with
distance and torsion constraints deduced from NMR experiments (simulated annealing).
It can calculate free energies of binding, including solvation and entropy effects.
Molecular Field Analysis: Quantifies the interaction energy between a probe molecule
and a set of aligned target molecules in a QSAR. Interaction energies measured and
analyzed for a set of 3D structures can be useful in establishing QSARs.
Genetic Function Approximation: Is a statistical analysis method that generates multiple
QSAR models. Usually, this population of models contains many models comparable or
superior to the single model generated with standard regression analysis. The multiple
models are created by evolving random initial models using a genetic algorithm. The
default is to build linear models, but other options, including higher order polynomials,
spines, or other non-linear functions, also can be built. A method that combines genetic
function approximation and partial least squares, G/PLS, is also available.
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Molecular Shape Analysis: Extends QSAR operations for performing 3D QSAR studies.
This technique generates quantitative measurements of molecular shape properties as part
of QSAR analysis.

MATERIALS STUDIO MODULES
CASTEP: Uses a total energy plane-wave pseudopotential method. In the mathematical
model of the material, CASTEP replaces core electrons with effective potentials acting
only on the valence electrons in the system. Electronic wavefunctions are expanded
through a plane-wave basis set, and exchange and correlation effects can be included
within either the local density (LDA) or generalized gradient (GGA) approximations.
Combining the use of pseudopotentials and plane wave basis sets enables extremely
efficient geometry optimizations of molecules, solids, surfaces, and interfaces. The
primary reason that CASTEP has become so powerful is that the numerical methods used
to solve the underlying quantum mechanical calculations are both computationally
efficient and extremely accurate.
Dmol3: Achieves its speed and accuracy by using numerical functions on an atomentered grid as its atomic basis. The atomic basis functions are obtained from solving the
DFT equations for individual atoms and are hence quite accurate. The high quality of
these basis sets minimizes basis set superposition effects and allows an improved
description of molecular polarizabilities3. The electron density in DMol3 is expanded in
terms of multipolar, atomic-centered partial densities. This provides a compact yet highly
accurate representation of the density, and allows for a good scaling with growing system
size. Evaluation of the Coulomb potential scales linearly with the size of the system. The
Hamiltonian matrix elements are calculated by using a sophisticated numerical
integration algorithm that also scales linearly.
GAUSSIAN: Starting from the basic laws of quantum mechanics, Gaussian predicts the
energies, molecular structures, and vibrational frequencies of molecular systems, along
with numerous molecular properties derived from these basic computation types. It can
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be used to study molecules and reactions under a wide range of conditions, including
both stable species and compounds which are difficult or impossible to observe
experimentally such as short-lived intermediates and transition structures
FORCITE: Calculates single point energies and performs geometry optimization (i.e.
energy minimization) of molecules and periodic systems. For periodic systems, Forcite
allows the optimization of the cell parameters simultaneously with the molecular
coordinates. In addition, an external hydrostatic pressure may be applied. During a
geometry optimization of a crystal structure, Forcite preserves the symmetry defined by
the space group; the crystal structure is optimized either with respect to all structural
degrees of freedom or by applying rigid body constraints where the relative distances
between groups of atoms are fixed. Since Forcite is a molecular mechanics tool, its
calculations draw upon force fields and associated parameter settings. Forcite is designed
to work with a wide range of force fields and give easy and flexible access to the
associated parameter options.
VAMP: Uses semi-empirical calculations to determine a molecular wavefunction which
can then be used to derive molecular properties such as energy and dipole moments. The
molecular wavefunction is constructed according to the LCAO method in which
molecular orbitals are obtained as a linear combination of Slater-type atomic orbitals. It
uses semi-empirical techniques in which many of the more complex terms are ignored or
replaced using approximations. Empirical parameters and functions are used to
compensate for the errors introduced by these approximations. These empirical
parameters are fitted to reproduce experimental data. Suitable methods for the evaluation
of energetic data are MINDO/39, MNDO10, AM111, and PM312. Accurate optical
spectra can be obtained using the INDO6 and CNDO7 subroutines programs.
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